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LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1935

Few things are impossible to
diligence and skill

PRICE, 10 CENTS

Italo-Ethiopian Situation
Reviewed In Chapel Talk
By Captain Leonard Best

Sports Awards "rFor They Bite The Hands That Feed Them"
PLAYING FOOTBALL there are certain forms of actions
To Be Acted On INwhich
are accepted as the reasonable things to do in given situations. One of these is that of kicking on third or fourth down
By A. A. Soon if you are pretty deep in your own territory. Kiernan-wise we

could say that the Bates Athletic is way hack in its own territory and
their last few plays have gone for successive losses. In straight
Boston Herald language, we could say that the policies of this governBy Tony Duarte
ing body of Bates' athletics has brought the football team of the
college into a situation which was snapped to a controversial head
by the 79-0 defeat at Holy Cross four days ago. Certainly the whys
K'u- r! P Tille*
ToE
.!• presentation of news
An Athletic Association meeting will and whatfors of that performance are causing the most widespread
n
■
. ,! ile and events in East be held in the near future to discuss and critical talk that Bates has received in some months—and decoverii'-^ o{ tne Halo-Ethiopian
change in the system of athletic servedly so.
Africa. see' jg often used Ethiopian the
awards recently proposed by the AthCLAIMS ITALY IS AGGRESSOR TO RELIEVE OVER
conf'01'.''''..' with no indication of the letic Council, Pres. Robert Saunders
As is stated in the "Sports-Shots" column elsewhere in this
POPULATION-NOT TO SECURE ANY RESOURCES
edition,
the
whole
situation
is
only
partly
grasped
by
the
interested
of the A. A. announced this week. The
Engl>sl1 ' I-Governor of a large prov- definite date for the meeting has not observers and as' the blame is usually misplaced on the shoulders
ncipaMty, ranks next to the been set.
of the football coach, who has done extremely well with a bad situaace or prtt*£
Large Audience Hears Speaker Predict Set-Back
importance. He also can
On account of a deficit which has tion, we feel that the matter merits our straightforward attention.
,•
a
Bitueded,
or
Grand
been
facing
the
A.
A.
since
the
finanFor Italy In Current Conflict—First
1
be aPPO" ;
Further down the hier- cial depression set in and wiped out
The facts of the case are not too complicated. The athletic adChancello>
.,
-le
we
have
the
Dejasmatoh
a substantial amount of assets, the ministration has determined to wipe out in a short period of time
George Colby Chase Lecture
Edmund B. Chaffee
»jtl*»1'™ The title Dedjaz applies Council suggested in a meeting held
ornl D ,,'.. iollowed hy the name of the this week that all should be done with- the debt which was incurred by the building and improvement of
By George Windsor
° ., silled, while the former, in reason to try to halt the debt of Garcelon Field same few years ago. The item of this large outlay,
P^n.atxft explains the rank of a $10,000 which has been running since which in strict business sense would seem to fall into an extraordinary
Although Italy now has the upper hand in the Ethiopian warfare,
^t;".'^ of a province.
the A. A., then operating on a finan- budget, is included in the athletic running expenses from year to
^he is likelv to experience major set-backs in the near future, accord.,li is a regional chief, with cially sound basis, assumed the burden year. The fact that the field will be used for many, many years in the
The A , over small Tigre provinces
ing to Captain Leonard Best, first George Colby Chase speaker ot
of the expense of renovating Garcelon future and therefore should have the burden of its payment distribthe year in Chapel Monday evening. He explained this by telling
Field and enclosing it with a fence—
uted over a long period does not gain consideration. The athletic
„,-Uuily parlance of the coun- a normal college expense.
of the high plateau which II Duce's men must surmount before taking
vaneuard commander of the
administration would clean up the affair in the minimum time regardUnder the wording of the ConAddis Ababa, and unless this is topped before the rainy season of
',, v„ v is known as a Fitaustitution now in effect, one sweatless of the present effects on Bates athletics.
next May, further advance will be made impossible.
■Kff 41 enjoying full military
er in each major sport may be
From this cause rise a multitude of the athletic sins of which the
A short historical and geographical
is denied territorial jurisgiven if the athlete qualifies at
sporting public is only too well aware. Most prominent is the matter Edmund B. Chaffee To discussion made up the first part of the
in ihe strict sense of the word.
any time during his four years.
dietW nding the right wing of the
lecture. Captain Best pointing out on a
which is known as the "suicide schedule" in the barber-shop, sportThe proposed revision would allow
Speak In Chapel On map
the various topographical diviihe Cagnasmatch, while the
only one sweater for an individual
columns, dormitory discussions of these days. As explained in the
arm.'' Is
sions of Ethiopia.
December 4
during his four years, regardless
Qtnsmate h commands the left wing
column previously mentioned, the "suicide schedules" have been conGoing on. Captain Best said that the
of the number of sports in which
jured to effect a speedy solution to the debt spectre. The abolition
i,.i.in branch of the Ethiopian peoples
he qualified.
On
December
4th
at
8:00
P.
M.
in
\ Bronze Age
are Amaricas, a non-negroid, Semetic
of intercollegiate hockey, the banner sport of this state nation-famed
Single Sweater at Bowdoin
Village DUcovered
Bates Chapel, through the efforts group, whose aristocracy profess to
Such is the practice at eight of the for its emphasis on winter athletics, comes indirectly from this same the
A ate Bronze Age village believed New
of
the
Y.
M.
C
A.
and
the
Y.
W.
C.
A.,
have descended from the Queen of
England colleges at present, in,. have flourished about 1,000 B. C. cluding Bowdoin, Coast Guard Acad- motive. The same holds for cutting down on intercollegiate winter students and those interested n Ha Sheba.
town will have the opportunity of hearhas recently been excavated in Hun- emy, Connecticut State, Mass. State, sports and refusing even to hear of basketball.
Bordering upon the Ethiopian terri- Dance Saturday Evening
ing Reverend Kdmund B. Chaffee, ai- torv, east and south, are the Italian
gary by experts of the Hungarian Springfield (seniors only). Trinity,
Whether
college
athletics
deserve
their
prominence
or
not,
it
rector of the Labor Temple Presby- and British Somalilands. Captain Best
In Chase Features
;o»„ai
nal Museum. .Remains of timber
Tufts, and Yale. The group in which
houses and a cemetery were discov- Bates now finds itself includes for is unquestionably true that they constitute the most conspicuous 16
brought out very pointedly that the
Derosier's Band
Mr" Chaffee, who is well known from motives for England's intense interest
,.,d while numerous bronze finds the most part colleges with larger activity that an institution offers. And certainly the most conspicuous
his work as Captain of the Red Cross in the present war are perhaps not
Lu'dec bracelets, daggers, spear- enrollments and budgets: Boston Col- athletics is football.
Gold, rust, brown, orange—rich auin Palestine, is a man of great verheads, axes and gear for horses.
lege, Harvard, Holy Cross, Middlebury,
The enrollment of a college is most materially affected by the satility. A liberal in the field of eco- too altruistic. England is jealous of her tumn colors—heralding not only the
* * *
Northeastern, Rhode Island State, nature of success which its athletic teams enjoy and the publicity nomics and widely acclaimed as a the- role as hereditary guardian of the Red approaching winter, but also the beSea region, and fears that the presence
Wesleyan, Worcester Polytechnic InW»r's Menace
he graduated from the Uni- of Italy, an ambitious nation, so near ginning of the social season at Bates.
stitute, and Boston University. Bates' which this success brings. Is it wise then to sacrifice the quality and ologian,
By Viscount Cecil
of Michigan in 1908 where he as Ethiopia would be a decided menace These warm vibrant hues will provide
transfer from one group to the other number of future freshman classes (and that is getting near the versity
Speaking on Armistice Day in a
earned
his
D.D. degree. All this, how- to her position. Too. England fears that a glowing setting for Junior Cabaret,
would make nine colleges in each clas- groundwork of the whole institution) in order that a debt should be ever was merely
Radio Broadcast from London
preliminary for his the encroachers might divert the course to be held on October twenty-third, at
sification.
unions, in America no less
work
in
the
Christian
ministry. In of the Nile river for irrigation pur- 8:00 P. M., in Chase Hall. Yellow
dissolved
within
a
non-deserving
short
period
of
years.
The question of the type of sweater
than m Europe, are preparing for
1916 he graduated from the Union poses, thus working untold hardships dance programs decorated with an Auto
make
has
been
raised.
Whether
this
We
would
be
the
last
in
the
world
to
ask
for
commercialized
farther war. More money is at the
Seminary and was or- on Egypt and other regions South tumn view will further carry out the
shall be standard and what the pro- football. All that we do ask is the decent operation of it along the lines Theological
present time
being spent for
dained pastor of the Greenwich Pres- which depend so much upon the Nile color scheme.
vision
for
tennis
lettermen
will
be
is
Eddie Derosier's Band
s, „avies and air forces than
Church in New York City.
for watering their soil.
not a matter for constitutional re- outlined in the "Sports Shots" column. The same holds true for the bvterian
The orchestra of Eddie Derosler, a
ever b, fore in peace-time. More"Mr Chaffee, at present director or
abolition
of
hockey,
winter
sports
and
the
general
curtailment
of
vision,
but
the
Council
would
in
all
Not
After
Resources
favorite at Newport, Rhode Island, the
over one great country, in deLabor Temple and editor of the
Italy does not seem to be so opti- exclusive summer resort, has been
probability take a vote of the Varsity athletic expenses. The athletics of a college are sufficiently vital to the
fiance of all treaty obligations,
"Presbyterian Tribune." should have a mistic
Club
into
consideration
on
the
matter.
about
finding
an
abundance
of
hired for the occasion, and to add a
its economic operation to deserve and require better administrative fine message for us.
has \,f.died a war of conquest
natural resources in Ethiopia, but she novel touch to this opening formal,
Would Save $300
asain-a'Unother. And yet the conhandling than has been received at Bates during the past few years.
is
pursuing
her
aggressive
policy
priSection
11,
Article
X,
of
the
Aththere will be a program of entertaintit which finished in 1918 was a
marily for the purpose of securing ter- ment featuring student taieni.
letic Association Constitution, the
*ar to enci war.
ritory for some of her population
article to be considered for amendAnd shh! Here's a secret! If you
We are (fritting toward another
excess to settle and turn into cultivated still need a little more inducement,
ing, now reads, "All B's shall be
rorid caUslrophe worse even than
awarded ou condition that they
land.
there's going to be "eats"; Simpson
itw- \*~ can nothing be done to
High Intelligence
be worn on the athletic sweater.
and Currier catering.
:t it? Certainly good intenThe
Ethiopians,
of
which
the
dominOne sweater and only one sweater
Charles Gore, Millicent Thorpe, Ruth
tiona MHI pious aspirations are
ant
tribe
is
the
Amarica,
Semetic
shall be awarded to members of
Clough and Edward Gillis are in charge
not enough. No doubt the peacepeople,
are
characterized
by
Captain
varsity teams who win their letter
of arrangements for this gala affair.
loving nations will wish to remain
Best as of such high native intelligence Tickets are $2.50, and may be purin that sport, except by special
at peace. But we found in 1914,
that,
given
adequate
educational
opvote
of
the
Athletic
Council,
and
chased from Mr. Gore, chairman of
and you found three years later
portunities, they would soon equal in the committee.
any man so winning a sweater rein spite of our wishes we
First
League
Contest
cultural
attainment,
many
of
the
South
tains the right to wear it throughSumner Libbey Speaks Against Present Neutrality
were driven into war.
peoples. Says Captain Best,
out his college course."
With Colgate Is Objec- American
What happened then may—nay,
they are a very brave and warlike
The
revision,
suggested
by
reprePolicy—Stresses Measures Of Past—
will happen again unless we take
sentatives of the Athletic Council,
tive—Return Sunday people and the only reason for their
adequate steps to prevent it.
Advises Preventive Policies
early surrender, should such a thing
is "All B's shall be awarded on contake place, would be a shortage in the
dition that they be worn on the athletic
Yesterday
morning,
at
the
early
hour
aggressions will be imminent. If
food supply. In fact, the Italians' main
sweater. A sweater is awarded to an
"All American
Through the co-operation of the cam- sanctions succeed, on the other hand, of 6 o'clock. Carleton Mabee '36 and chance
of immediate victory lies in
athlete the first time he wins a pus Christian associations: the Y. M.
Tummy Ache"
William
Greenwood
'36
left
the
Bates
t the pie, but overeating, that varsity letter. One sweater and only- C. A., Y. W. C. A., and the Christian we will have found a new instrument campus on the first debating trip ol preventing the harvesting of the farmfor
world
peace.
We
cannot
guarantee
er's crops. Italy may have airplanes at
brings on the "great American tummy one shall be awarded to an individual Service Club, a timely program for
that sanctions will be entirely success- the current season.
disposal but this does not weigh
ache*" Monroe Strause, Los Angeles, during his college course."
platform discussions of peace and asso- ful in eliminating war, but they will
Although a league debate with Col- her
in the balance, for the cost of
A. A. Not Functioning Normally
told the National Restaurant Associciation problems was presented in the at lep.H show progress."
gate is the main object of the trip, much
is so high, and it is impossible To Be Presented DecemThe saving to be realized from such course of the last several talks in the
the two Seniors expected to partici- bombs
ation today.
. , . . . ,„
Neutrality
Measures
Too
Weak
gain any great advantage through
"The properly made pie Is highly _ change has been estimated at be- chapel.
pate in several other discussions along to
Spiking
against
the
present
neuair raids on Ethiopian towns. A devaber 12, I 3—Dodson
fetible." Strause, who was lntro- tween $200 and $300 a year. This| has
On Thursday and Friday. Edmund
measures on Saturday. Sumner the way. the first one being held in stated village is very easily rebuilt
as the nation's champion pie been suggested as one means of allevi- Muskie '36. and Carleton Mabee '36, trality
Syracuse
this
evening.
Here
they
will
Libbey
'36.
said
in
part:
"Both
in
1812
Will Direct
with the aid of sticks from the nearby
mak- r. asserted.
„„«_„ ■ ring the condition. The so-called debated the pros and cons of the ques1914, the United States adopted meet Syracuse University in a radio forests, hay, and mud.
It gets the blame for the pains •sucide schedules" have been ar- tion of "Sanctions," which went into and
debate,
upholding
the
negative
of
the
measures. In each case, bel"Candida," a play by George Bernard
A large part of the lecture was taken
and . stuffed feeling when the real ranged as another method for aiding effect Monday. Speaking against the neutrality
ligerent action which affected the Socialized Medicine question. The dehas been selected for this year's
troubli is overloading before the cies- the treasury out of its depths.
policy of sanctions. Muskie said in right of our citizens forced us into bate will be in the Oxford style, only up with a rather detailed exposition of Shaw,
Varsity Play and will be presented in
Ethiopian 'customs and manners.
Continued on page 3
part- "There are three factors that war, because the American people de- the affirmative having a rebuttal.
urse is reached."
the Bates Little Theatre Thursday and
Men Not Workers
T h-st advice on dining was motninfluence the present controversy: manded it.
May Have Radio Debate
o
Friday evenings, December 12 and 13,
The
Ethiopians
dress
is
usually
a
w's injunction: "Save room for trial
Italy is a dynamic nation and has been
On
Thursday
the
Bates
debaters
will
In August. 1935, the United States
discriminated against as far as colonies Senate again passed neutrality meas- continue on to Hamilton. N. Y.. where toga-like affair, with white cotton cloth by the 4-A Players. Owen Dodson '36,
Pie. sonny," he added.
are concerned: Great Britain ana ures to keep us out of war. These they will defend their stand that the in which the body is almost completely will direct the presentation.
Six students, chosen by a committee
France are static and want to use the measures forbid citizens to sell arms United States should participate fully swathed. Interesting is the fact that
Ca'ches Cobras
League to preserve the status quo; to either belligerent, and warn Amer- in all sanctions invoked by the League the men wrap the body and the left composed of the officers of the club,
For Living
and the history of the- League in deal- icans that they can only trade and of Nations against Italy against a arm in the material leaving the right the Director, the Faculty Adviser, and
Kurbad Ali, an Indian, has a coning with aggressive nations shows travel on belligerent ships at their team from Colgate. This first league arm free. The "weaker" sex, the Professors Berkelman and Wright,
tract with a medical institute to supply
that the League interferes where the own risk. The measures are too weak, debate will be of the Oregon style, woman, is distinguished by the fact make up the cast. William Earles '37,
tlem with cobras, the poison of wnicn
interests of Great Britain and France for they raise a question as to what with an open forum, and will be non- that she leaves the left arm free in- takes the part of Rev. James Morell.
i_ used for experiments. To secure
Candida Morell, his wife, is acted by
are concerned.
constitutes munitions and do not give decision. This will be the only debate stead of the right.
his victims he employs a mysterious
Among the Ethiopians, however, fe- Priscilla Jones '38. George Doyle '38,
of the year with Colgate as she is
the President enough power.
Ethiopia For Sale
hrb used from time immemorial by
unable to send a return team to Bates. males cannot be strictly regarded as plays Eugene Marchbanks. a young
Prevent War
Great Britain's interests are vitally
Indian snake charmers. The herb Isaacson A Speaker For
The plans for Friday are not very the weaker sex, as the women do most poet, and Louise Geer '36, takes the
"Even with these provisions, if
concerned in the present controversy,
t»udes an odor which does not affect
well settled yet, but Irving Isaacson of the work. Capt. Best advanced this part of Proserpine Garnett. Mr. Burgess
(Continued on Page 3)
Relations Clubs
particularly because of her trade
human beings but temporarily stupe'36 manager of the debating squad, as one of the reasons any European is acted by Edward Harvey '37, and
o
through the Suez Canal. France wants
fies snakes.
^ ^
hopes to arrange another radio debate nation would find difficulty in exploit- Mr. Lexy Mill by John Smith '38.
Meeting
support against Germany, so she is
"A Pleasant Play"
to be held at Schenectady. Nothing ing the Ethiopian—the men will not
bargaining
with
Great
Britain
to
gain
Ma.-s Attack
The plot revolves around a clergydefinite has been decided about op- work willingly.
Last
Friday
and
Saturday,
November
this
support.
Ethiopia,
whose
integOn Mountain
Out of a total population of from 15 man, who is interested in socialism,
15 and 16, the Internationa,I Rela ions rity should be the primary purpose
ponents or subject, but Walter NorA world's record for •mass
ton, one of the three members or the to 20 million, 3 million are officials in and Marchbanks, who falls in love with
Clubs of New England held their of all negotiations under the League
, .ntaineering"
was
recent^
annual conference at Colby College covenant today, has actually been ofBates team which toured Florida last the Coptic church, the dominating the clergyman's wife, Candida, and
»ed by the army_of the Soviet
March, and who is now working for ecclesiastical sect. Only the highest shows Marchbanks' spiritual growth
under the auspices of the Carnegie fered for sale.
Union in Central Asia
the General Electric Company in order of priests have a reasonable de- from a boy to a man. Proserpine,
Endowment. Seventeen New England
"Even if the spirit behind the sancired Red Army officers and men
Schenectady, has been contacted and gree of training, and the others, who Burgess, and Mill bear the comedy of
colleges sent delegates to this confer- tions was sincere, the promoters of
- six-day trek, conquered
has agreed to arrange some sort of possess little or no education, roam the the play.
ence The Bates Politics Club was rep- sanctions would find themselves in a
eak
country like the old English friars.
:t Trapetsia. a■ P
"E2 resented by Leslie Hutchinson 36, dilemma. If the sanctions fail, the
discussion for the Bates team.
Shaw himself characterizes the drajudicial system is fairly ma as "a pleasant play."
>ut 20.000 feet above sea level
Ex - Imperial Potentate The two travelers will then rest on laxEthiopia's
league
will
be
discredited,
and
the
N
in
the
civil
division
and
extremely
the Pamirs, the mountain range
Saturday, returning to Lewiston late
o
- .
old theory that 'might makes right' will
Of
Shrine
Speaks
On
rigid
as
far
as
criminal
violations
go.
t.rdering Tibet and known as the
Sunday night.
rule If the sanctions are successful.
Metz '37, Jack Crockett
A
debtor
is
chained
to
the
person
of
Walker 37, Italv's bitterness will be increased and
RDof of the World.
o
'
Citizenship
Callahan '36, Jeanette
his creditor until the debt is paid. Upon
The Pamirs are really a vast
Flora McLean •36, and Professor Mussolini will probably try an alliance,
his first offense the left hand of a
plateau, seamed with glaciers and
Lint
Turner
'38
Next
perhaps with Germany, to strengthen
Mvhrman,
the
Acuity
adviser.
bandit is cut off; his second offense
Students attending chapel Monday
studded with snow-capped peaks,
Isaacson SpeaKS
his hand in the fight for expansion. morning
heard a spirited speech deSpeaker For Y. W. C. A. brings the loss of his right hand. Then, Bates will have its first coeducaand their mean elevation is about
The conference was divided into Thus sanctions mean ^ possible war,
he
his third offense draws a penalty of
13,000 feet. On their march the
-onus, each of whatever the outcome."
tlJe e round table groups.
„—____, livered by Ex-Imperial Potentate of
His body is left on a gallows tional dinner of the year on December
soldiers frequently had to scale
Y. W. presents next Wednesday hanging.
In conclusion, Muskie said. "We must the Shrine. Dana Williams, entitled.
by a roadside as a stock example. 5, this time to be semi-formal, which
sheer slopes, and traverse barren
condemn the use of collective Instru- "Citizenship." During the course of night for your entertainment, ladies, tree
analvsis the biblical statement ot our famous traveler and lecturer. Lint Passers-by, selected at random, are will be held in three shifts—two at the
upland country broken by boulders,
ments of the League which tend to the
Commons and one in Rand, as last
was stressed: "And they helped Turner '38, who will talk on "Bicycling used as Jurymen.
rsv-nes and difficult shrub. They
ward war to promote inequalities Isaiah
lternational Co-operation for the Re
There is a sad lack of medical facili- year. Lists will be posted in the girls'
evervone their neighbor." The opinion Through Europe."
pitched a final camp about 2.500
among
nations."
f
soon, where the co-eds can
that'citizenship was a privilege to be
eet from the summit of Mount
Miss Turner spent part of last sum- ties in the country, there being only dormitories
«... u/nrld Peace nstrument treasured by all was also incorporated
three hospitals in the whole land. Most sign up for partners from the other
S
C
8
trapetsia, rested
briefly, and
mer
traveling
in
France,
Germany.
On FTd
ay"carieton Mabee
spoke He
fa- in the speech.
, .,
'limbing at the rate of six feet a
On
Friday,
sanctions.
Switzerland, and other countries, with of the doctoring is in the hands of side of the campus, as well as for their
Mr Williams scored the eight-year- a group of people seeing the word practitioners who use bleeding as a choice of dining room. This must be
V
minute, reached the peak in seven
°?H fn ^art "Mussolini is a criminal old boy who refused to salute the flag
standard cure—alike for a broken leg done before November 25.
CO
hours.
TherernoCund table on Neutrality advo- before the court of the world. He has of the United States. He challenged via bicycle. The sum which they paid and a case of typhoid fever.
Off-campus people who would like to
* • •
for
their
travels
included
the
boat
trip
cated that the president bj; given large hln tried and found guilty and now those stalwarts "who would not bear
Highlights of Captain Best's Safari attend may do so b/ notifying Robert
over
and
back,
and
the
total
expenses
£»« Kill Many
discretionary powers regarding traue must be punished. True, Great Britain £ms in wartime" to uphold their firmAbyssinia in 1928 were made Harper '37, or Lenore Murphy 36,
Wl
the whole Journey. The group through
'd Animals
restrictions and embargoes and1 bel.ev aC France may be selfish, but if self- fess in time of invasion-when the.r of
vivid by two reels of movie film, atten- before November 25. The charge for
stopped
and
explored
all
the
exciting
•t is possible that automobiles kill ing neutrality in the event of anotne tehness were put into operat.on ma- villages were being stormed and
those not regularly eating on campus
high spots of central Europe, beside tion being drawn to big game similar will be fifty cents.
""»>
than 7,000 wild animals every world war to be impossible, st oodto chinery which will outlaw war would
to that found in Africa, and some of the
Uav
burned.
riding
through
the
glorious
old
coun. writes W. A. Dreyer of the Uni- American participation in theJf^ result, and we must accept it. our
world famous
v
of various nations and seeing tribal customs of the Gullahs, who are hands of Haile Selassie, an able and
Si
ersity of Cincinnati, In the magazine of Nations. The group <"sc"s.si n ; S^ neutrality measure cooperates with
LiaHnarwas quot^-not for his hu- trysides
among the few Negroid Ethiopians.
C me
a nd
the
people.
Science." As relayed by The Asso- tions. decided that financial and
Philosophy: "what is
ec£ the £ague sanctions to a arge meas- ° ^V his
The discourse of the former Intelli- intelligent ruler, who, given the
Since
you're
eager
to
hear
the
thrills
h
ciated
Press,
Mr.
Dreyer
suggests
that
ure
but
they
do
not
go
far
enough.
ne°eded
is
^v
e
of'cod
and
love
of
the
nomic
sanctions,
though
W*^*****
gence
Officer was replete with facts, chance, in the next twenty years will
a
and pleasures of European bicycling,
systematic survey be made covering could be effective and should be bacKeo We must apply a full support in order
space
here
not allowing their complete probably bring about great cultural
several seasons and various localities bv an international police force. Irvim/ to insure the success of sane ons^ h°A,esoothing memory ended the dis- don't forget the Reception Room— enumeration. In closing, Captain Beet transformation in the Inhabitants of
that's Rand, November 20th—that's
|° ascertain animal mortality from Isaacson '36, presented the case aga.nM If sanctions fail, the result will be
inn • Dr. Chase was alluded to—
expressed a hope that the leadership the country Mussolini seems so bent on
"i« motor car. Among the dead animals sanctions in this &on»™t .^or- not
?w lovable person whose memorial is Wednesday night, 6:45—that's right of his people shall not pass out of the acquiring for Italy.
"e
noted on a trip last summer were
Chie Hall, center of Bates activities. after dinner.
table drew up a ™olxtticat™l™
;a|ibits, ratSi squirrels, robins, chip- round
[ng an international congress to con
nunks, skunks, snakes, fowl and ' g
(Contin-a on P.*. 3)
turtles.
\
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Proposed Change Will
Limit Athletes To
One Sweater

Describes History, Geography, Peoples,
Customs, Ambitions, Of Belligerent Nations

8

Labor Temple
Director Will
Lecture Here

Junior Cabaret
Ushers In The
Social Season

Muskie, Mabee Discuss Pros, Two Debaters
Cons Of Sanctions In Peace Pro- Leave On Trip
gram Conducted By Y Groups To Syracuse

Shaw's Candida
Selected For
Varsity Play

College Politics
Club Delegates
At Conference

Dana Williams'
Chapel Speech
Anti-Pacifist

Co-eds Planning
Dinner Dec. 5
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the last week's issue of the "»"
With him I heartily agree that the
-srore and oozy sentiment
ot trie
else is sometimes over-emphasized in
a regrettable manner. But on the other
hand I cannot agree that tie "»
effective approach to the problem of
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NEW5

By Gale Freeman

The Men's Glee Club has l,a,i
to being selective—to limiting the Wg^
hearsal'of several numb
time business to one or at the most
aration for the coming
two games?
..
_ pessimistic intellectual.
•
This is the fourth con-.
There
would,
of
course,
be
the
se
oB««»'«
This is a problem which is vital,
To the Editor of the "Student, :
In which Bates has organi ■ ■ ' 01*
I have never deemed it desirable to leoUon problem. N. T. V. f^^ winch is throbbing with the intent
By Betty Winston
Club. It can be safely STIDEST STAFF 19S3-36
Miter
air
publicly
my
views
on
college
or
orincluded from time V.^ >£w York
. ' Slimming Kdltor
Nil« LennarUon 'SO (Tel. 8-3364)
•
■
" _ *.
the intense interest of the New YMrlj
" From the College of the City of New has had its tips and (low.
ganized
student
policy.
However,
it
KolM-rt Fi»h (Tel. 8-3361)
■
•
■
•
York comes the news that a philosophy Clubs as it has had with
e
Publishing Office Tel. 44J0
seems to me peculiarly necessary at alumni. Harvard or Dartmouth could
11
John Garrity '37^ ^^ this time for student opinion to express be alternated for another big game, happUy on a battlefield because I un- nroteMO™ there believes the students field of endeavor in its
*otn
derstood all the basic economic factors
Aaslstants: John Le.nl '38. Sick l'ellicane '37
while the rest-Holy Cross. Yate, and which led to the war? Wouhi any of who "eep through classes acquire here on the campus.
Sports
Editor
4
itself
directly
"on
a
subject
which
has
Damon Stet.on '36 (Tel. *- '*>>
"
"
. '
.
Four
years
ago
the
Men
niimrnS Editor been the object of Indirect criticism the others-could be arranged tajta
more knowledge than those who are
Robert Saunder. 'SO (Tel. 8-3364,
.
•
N Y U spX Two"games are enough us study the science of the remote aw'ike—it certainly makes a fine ex- was an organization coi
■ >.,r..lhy SU.nl.- -M (Tel. HOT)
for the past two or three years.
stars with the same enthusiasm and
C
E ,
a »«
S!* M^.. " ^?ah- Freeman •30: Intercollegiate
There are two methods of com of that sort. We think so. and the play- vigor with which we approach a prob- cuse for those afternoon class snoozes. tweiitv-nve voices, present!
balanced group which w
,g
mercializiug college football-oneof ers-who really ought to know-also lem so certain to affect us?
BTrn^e"vUn
,<< I
8«on"'36'" WomenTAthietics - Margaret Andrew, tl
Bernlce Win
several
short
concert
tours
inion
NAW Jersey Is one of the very few
a positive and another of a negative express the same °P
'" ">H |
mS rp„(1v
Personally, I cannot conceive of this . ,!f in the union which cannot had balance, they pose
There are many other teams
ready
. v'>lum«, i
nature. The former implies the heavy
Dean "J6, Anti
possibility.
To
be
effective,
the
peace
tliev
possessed
a
sense
of
t;
subsidizing of star prep schoo atl>- and wiiling to be on Bate*'«**££;
:i
, ,,
:n;. Harry Wells :'•':. M»rJ<,,
must have some vitalizing KofrfuS. medical or a dental rhythm in addition to an
w. .'--■--■"." ,.«,'.l.v.,„,,
:r:: -,"'-i,i„,r" iZ. ■ ■>. w«rf letes. the employing of formidable Formerly, there was an annual game movement
Bath Merrill :17. l'aulnic •""t"'.n ..-•■
school.
feature
which
will
demand
the
world
s
:i7.
Carol
with
Mass.
State.
Amlerst.
Tutts
read
music,
but
after
a
lev.
Wilford s,
:i7. Carol Wa •■ •••■ ' ' » "JJ f uwrence JB.Joan «»™ £Z coaching staffs, the building of stadia,
Is not that the part played
if the memory of this ai
an active publicity corps, and all the Williams, and other alleges of the attention.
Bill
Cunningham's statement,
Herbert Hoover, Jefferson Davis, him right, the group becam
miscellanea connected with so-called same classification have been oppo by
quoted
in
the
last
"Student."
that
Benjamin
Franklin,
Henry
Hudson
•Si Kdward Ki.h--.ui :•.'•'. obarl Blmmor .u.
nents
in
the
past,
laying
such
t
am
their numbers and were
big time football. It involves the inDKBATIXG
itial expenditure of thousands of dol- gives Bates an opportunity to go "those lads are dead?" Is not that the WilUam Penn. David Livingston and singing off key. This do.
Courtney liurnap J».
lars and has all the characteristics of a fhrough a season with a good record purpose of the statement that "it is Ben Hur are registered at the DM tba4 things didn't work w
large business venture. For obvious it lessens the danger of weakened our generation which will be sacrificed versity of North Carolina this year. was not the case.
reasons such a system is not feasible players' being injured by the_unendmg nod blasted for wholly destructive
Bates Choral Forn^
At Boston University a pre-med stureserve strength of big-college oppo- ends" made in Chapel?
nor desirable at Bates.
1
There followed the next
"Gore and oozy sentiment—certain- dent, on being asked by the dean why
yean
BUSINESS BOABD
Business Manager
Towards Football Zero
Harold BalleT '36 (Tel. 8-4M1)
•
•
'
Advertising Manager
I
The negative method adopted at lleother schools have found themselves ly not! But if attempts for peace are he wanted to drop Biology, said: un the organization and (lev.
the
Bates
Choral
Society
Bates involves the scheduling of big in a position similar to ours, but most to be effective, and I sincerely believe Monday, the professor came in wltn
in
reality
the
combining
of
college teams for the purpose of se- colleges of our size have now devoted they will eventually, we must come to some apples, made us cut them up,
curing large guarantees to cover the near* their entire schedule* to.we- realize their grave import to each look at them, and eat them. On Tues- and Women's Glee Clubs Inl
Sole and Kxe.usive >»«'""'",""««"uil-n^".-" Sew York City
deficits of a depleted treasury, re- matched games. Bowdoin, Northeast and every one of us, and work ac- day he did'the same thing with water- fied organization. This
■--ffi^aE".^:?^^ --nS^rtlana - WUe_
melons. Today he brought some grass- bring about the desired re
gardless of the desire of the student em. Trinity, Tufts, and many others cordingly.
body and the welfare of the players. A keep entirely away from this sacrifice
(Signed) William D. Metz.
hoppers into class, so I want to drop the Men's Glee Club lost, for
part its individuality. How
|
long run view of such a policy exposes business and at the same HMW
"Throbbing thanks" from that 1/10 the course!"
» » «
year, this individuality was
its fallacy. Over a period of time the tain good records with competition in of 1 per cent who do not "realize the
support of the undergraduates and their own class.
I
grave import" of war—Editor.
The first college cheer is credited to regained with the men singing
alumni will wane and the supply of
Princeton students, who got the idea arate body at two of the or,; •:o«n
We don't necessarily want Bates to
o
—
good football material will drop as go to the extent of completely abstainfrom an unknown private of the Sev- concerts.
This vear the depression
prep school stars shun a school which ing from the big games. There is a
Member 1936
enth Regiment of New York, as the
I935
Yearling Yelpings
consistently loses games and which, certain thrill inherent in such compebe over in the field of Glee C! '- tori
outfit
mobilized
for
war
in
April,
1860.
Ftaockfed Golle6iafe Press
at the same time, has no financial tition; the team derives some enjoythe men. We believe that we
I
• « •
Distributor of
inducements to offer. The progressive ment from the trips concerned. Never To the Editor of the "Student":
Russian medical students are classed titled in saying that the pros] ■tstintot[I
deterioration in the type of play theless, such games should be near the
a
good
club
this
year
are
bett
The student body of Bates would
which must inevitably follow will re- first of the schedule—wiiere they will perhaps be interested in a recent as workers and are paid 100 rubles a they have been in recent years,
sult in greater and greater difficulty give a certain amount of stimulation punitive measure apparently "passed month by the government.
first place, the group is a fairly
* • *
in scheduling these big teams which to the team in preparation for the all- bv the ever-active Student Council.
one. numbering about thirty-five v<.'..■"The Lampoon," a Harvard publica- Secondly, there are several "veter-ir;
desire some opposition, even in a
As Freshmen, we are not condemn"breather." The logical conclusion will important State Series; where they ing the Council; we are merely of- tion, is the oldest college humor maga- of the past three years. Then i M
will
give
the
players
an
opportunity
zine in America.
the ability to read music at sty
find us at the absolute zero of football
fering a unanimous vote of thanks
the habit of picking up a pie
prestige, school spirit, and financial to see the advantages heavy teams to those barbers who control it. AcW[TH THIS ISSUE OF THE "STUDENT" we would like returns.
Madison, Wis.—Most students are doing fairly well with it the firs |
your
our
genuine
thanks
for
'
Perhaps
this
year
we
just
had
the
cept
The sooner there is a clear recognithrough, the swell idea of keep:
to suggest the transformation of the Bates weekly newspaper
democratic and wise choice of a test inclined to bear the foibles of their
tion of this fallacy in the present pol- tough luck to draw three of the strong- man. a transfer—one who was subject roommates in more or less anguished pitch, even without a piano, th«
est
teams
in
the
East
for
opponents;
into the Bates weekly magazine-newspaper.
icy, the sooner will Bates, through
silence, but a University of Wisconsin points the present organizati
"sane football program, come into possibly a similar Instance would never to fraternity and college regulations co-ed burst into articulate annoyance to have. There are but two d
lewspaper is to deserve to bear the title of "newspaper
again
occur.
Nevertheless,
here
are
a
before.
her own among schools of her own
• I
recently, and in a communication to factors in the way of BID
The Barber Council
that it should make some attempt to include news in class. If economy demands, let us re- few votes for less of the "big college
the Gripers' club, student paper col- year for the 1936 edition
debuts,
for
more
home-and-home
arThe
intelligentsia
of
the
Council—
V maintain from experience and thought on the matter trench and adopt a program in keepumn, set forth the woes of all room- Glee Club. There aren't ei
ing with our assets. Other colleges our rangements with competition of equal men with beauty parlor vocational posto go around—in other
that news is only slightly within the power of a weekly college size are able to maintain balanced and class, and for a resulting improvement sibilities accused the transfer student mates everywhere.
"My dear, dear roommate," she group lacks balance in I
of
undergraduate,
or
as
it
has
often
Of
violating
the
rule
on
co-education.
sense of the word. Last and
publication. News by definition means something interesting that well-rounded schedules. What peculiar
These haircutting executives became wrote, "we have now enjoyed each least, the matter of gettini
difficulties prevent Bates from doing been called. "Bates Spirit."
|
certain people are not yet aware of. If the man bit the dog last likewise? If there are such difficulties,
It is up to you, schedule arrangers, a judicial y: they acknowledged the other's delightful company for three group out for every re!
I has all
whole weeks. When I first met you,
but
it
seems
to
us
that
it
must
be
a
fact
that
it
was
a
first
offense
and
then
they
must
somehow
be
removed
ways been a problem. To
v mini [
week—it's no longer news. This province of news reporting is adechoice between one of two courses; the then proceeded to sentence the crim- that beautiful maiden's smile of yours, all that a good Glee Club I
in the interests of all concerned.
quately covered for us by the many morning and afternoon papers
all-important State Series with a better inal for his misdemeanor. From judges your ever-gay disposition, your happy- this campus is the wholi
A Fighting Chance
|
We do not ask for a consistent win- chance for success, OR a similar sui- to barbers was the next step—one go-lucky air assured me that our school port of its members.
v ithin our reading distance. The amount of actual "news" that can
ner made up of heavily subsidized cide schedule. Samuel E Leard 38,
perhaps more suited to the masters life together would be semester after
be dug up and placed upon the sheets of a college weekly is very athletes. We recognize and appreciate
Bobcats Play at Auburn Hall
Winston Keck 38,
of the situation. With the skill that semester of bliss. Certain minor things
SHARPS and FLATS
John Ciardi '38,
only results from practice, the barbers have come up that irk me. I have tried
the
limitations
of
our
financial
posislight and difficult to obtain.
to
tell
them
to
you
time
and
again,
but
Bobcats are going places
Burt Reed '3S.
shaved the criminal's head until the
tion. We merely ask—no more than
The outcomes and full details of all the athletic contests are sportsmanship demands — a fighting
Roger Fredland '36.
irregular llarvardinian bristle effect when I see you go blithely through the Last Thursday evening
day.
a
personification
of
a
ray
of
sunover at the famed resort
Bill Cooney "38.
supplanted the well known Bates speadequately given in the local dailies. Any other event of importance. chance for a lighting team. Surely, no
George Doyle '38.
one can ask for less. Defeat under
cial. When the blindfold was removed. shine. I haven't the heart to take the generalion in Auburn, w
chance
of
spoiling
your
happiness.
So,
speeches by notables, debating encounters, etc.. are also covered such circumstances can be glorious;
E. Louis Revey '36,
of the boys in the ban.I ».■- a solo
Mr. Transfer inwardly thanked the
Gordon Williams '38. Scissors-wielding I'pperclassmen for my beloved roommate, I am taking except Art. Then Friday |
sufficiently, capably and immediately after occurrence by the local but a slaughter such as last Saturday's
this
opportunity
to
get
these
irksome
o
their genuinely altruistic actions, recplayed over at the Arm |
hat debacle can be nothing more than
daily news .
ns. The only true "
' this afternoon is
ognized them as able competitors for things off my mind, out of my hair. School dance there. ilo\#
pitiful.
On
To
Princeton!
I
know
you
won't
read
this,
and
even
(Signed) Edmund Muskie '36.
the traditional "Bill," and carefullyever filled that place I
happened late this morning and how much of that gauge of events
combed the remnants of his butchered if you do it will do no good. At any beyond me . . . And Sa/
o
i.;,-i> iv.ni t.. nress two nights ago for publication
rate,
sweetheart,
here
is
what
I
inat Chase it is claim.'. . ^
hair.
To the Editor of the "Student":
creasingly can't stand:
appeared from the DeWitt
"Fresh" Fodder
Losses Sustained
Since the sa.riilcial commercialism
"(a) Wipe that perpetual silly grin find the boys at their !..
of football at Bates was brought home
We are anxiously awaiting the
ie "Student" as a weekly
they could be signed to pi
to us so joltingly last week and since judgment day, the day when the total off your kisser.
"(b) When I lend you silk stockings Bine Room every Friday
being a real "newspaper" To the Editor:
next year's schedule points to a cor- male population of the Freshman class
I expect them back. Christmas is a What noted official of this
In agreeing with the "Student" ed- responding policy, would it not perntmioc
we feel "justified in directing its content matter with a changed itor that no alibis are needed in regard haps be in order to suggest that our will be justly arraigned, sentenced, long way off.
doesn't like band men to si
convicted and scalped for the viola"(c) WTio cares how popular you during their playing at si.
to losses sustained by small colleges athletic authorities cease this half- tion of some rule—. We must be fodder
emphasis.
were in your home town? The fact is as pink teas and football
playing large ones, we feel nevertheless way business and actually enter this
The plain running accounts of events over two days old have that some suggestions should be made racket whole-heartedly. Of course, it for those delightful gentlemen who • hat my boy friend is sick of forever MacFarlane Club membi
dash at the opportunity to report a
seldom little of readable matter in them. Say. for instance, that from the point of view of the student would be preposterous to suggest that Freshman to the Student Council. We fixing you up with dates, consequently pay their dues or the:
body in the matter of schedules. Un- Bates subsidize truck drivers and salute you as ideal campus citizens making himself Man to be Avoided Thanksgiving grace said
Bowdoin ran roughshod over Tufts in football Saturday last would dergraduate sentiment has continued ditch diggers to win laurels for the
favor . . .
and desire your friendship. To the No. 1 among his friends.
"(d) Give me at least a 50-50 chance
by no mean.- merit more than passing mention in the Bowdoin unexpressed, yet Che students them- "honored" name of Bates and dollars council we merely extend our best
at the candy I get from home.
for the yawning athletic coffers. That
The pampered.
( M u nt published lour days later. Or the fact that The-You-Xame- selves, those who ultimately make would be unthinkable! Bates hire ath- wishes for a prosperous, "barbarous"
"(e) If you can't stand having your St. Lawrence Ui
football possible, have a definite inyear.
clothes in order, at least let them their Sunday break
h Club convened in Room something in Some Hall with Charlie terest in the situation.
letes! Never!
Sincerely yours,
Commercialism—Oh. My'.
accumulate on your own bed and Such a step lias In
From the ranks of students the team
(Signed)
Stanley
Leavitt
'39.
Cupcake (whom every.me knows is president and would preside).
And yet by an adroit arra-igement
chair.
clared a fundamental
hu»1
is drawn. The squad practices long and
"(f) I know that because of your ous-minded women at
did preside at the brief business meeting. (If that's all that can be hard, travels away to meet big college of the schedules for the next few years,
t;uli*i
the B. A. A. might be placed on easycountry peaches and cream complexion According to Dean Louis,
said about the club meeting, the club merits no mention.) Or that elevens, and returns to fill the in- street so that it could bu;.' three
(Hy Associated Collegiate Press)
you don't use cosmetics while 1 do. a little luxury at the en
firmary. Lack of reserve power has
Morgantown, W. Va.—Medical stu- But do you have to make this fact the which I think every won.
Prof. Pompous gave a ten-minute talk on "Life and What It Means" been given as the reason for Bates' bottles of liniment and maybfl a rubcrushing defeats. Last Saturday, Holy bing table. Bates would haw. to be dents at the University of West Vir- principal theme of conversation when- to have."
in Chapel a week ago yesterday.
Cross, leading by 54-0, still rushed in careful, .though, not to send out teams ginia refer to their cadavers as "hicks" ever we double-date?
The men of the school.
!
These incidents can be and usually are stories of interest if new, fresh players to face wearied that were too good, for the major not, as is the almost universal cus"Lovingly, Alias Sally."
to dashing out for their
colleges.
I
fear,
would
erase
Bates
tom,
as
"stiffs,"
and
therein
lies
a
tale.
• * •
written with care and a little intelligence immediately after occur- Bobcats for whom replacements were from their schedules if she gave them
every morning, are compl
It seems that in the old days the
unavailable in an effort to run up a
are wondering what kind
The
University
of
Vermont
has
distoo
close
a
call.
It
would
probably
be
rence. Yet there is nothing in the plain blank facts of their happening higher score than Dartmouth did.
cadavers were entrusted upon arrival
tributed a booklet of etiquette to the will get if the women are
best,
from
a
purely
business
view(o
the
one
and
only
university
janitor,
But the players won't complain. They
winch merits them a position in a "newspaper" three or four or five
luxury now. They are pi
male contingent on the campus.
appreciate their coach too much; they point then, to refrain from hiring the a campus character who spent much of
selves scraping burnt I
» • •
or six or -even or eight days "after the fact."
his time loitering in the class rooms.
like the game too much. But off the aforesaid truck drivers.
Just think, if such insignificant
A questionnaire skirmish recently kitchenette, while tin i
v
That brings us t.. say that the "Hates Student" will in the future record some of them have incidents teams as Bowdoin, Maine, Colby, and One day he heard a professor of Latin,
';;:f
who was discussing the Aeneid, use embroiled men and women students of awaits the morning tra>
to tell. One said recently (and this
attempt to avoid the printing of happenings which might once have seems to sum up the attitude of many Arnold were dropped from the Garnet the phrase "Hie jacet" (here he lies). the University of Pennsylvania cam- women demand: "!.■
schedule and Army, Colgate, Notre
The
"Daily
Pennsylvanian " and be merry over a
Thereafter, upon the arrival of each pus.
been readable but have at the time of issuance of "The Student" lost of them), "It takes a lot of guts after Dame and (let's give the boys a real
tray. Tomorrow we must b
—i*.
you've been hit hard, if not knocked trip while we're about it). Stanford new cadaver, the janitor would dis- opened the tiff by asking the men stu- to the grindstone of lion
any of the quality of "news" once possessed.
out a couple of times, to come up and were added, what marvelous guaran- course as follows: "Hick jacket, this dents whether they preferred pretty day we take our coffl i
has come to an untimely death. girls or smart ones, modeled or flimsy
We shall attempt to concern a major part of our paper with "fea- take it again." It certainly must, tees would be forthcoming. Army man
The vox populi cuticorpal cutaneous evening dresses, and other questions of
players, we don't envy you; you are the
might be eager enough to try out her pressed down on his advelorum and pertinence in higher education.
ture" matter—articles, stories, reviews, etc.. which have something of victims of circumstances.
To be a Roosevelt al
ding. Bo£
The girls retaliated with a question- get yourself lined for
In fact, we are proud of you. You passing offense against a stiff Bobcat ceased his quietus."
a less sensational but a definitely more permanent value than "news"
so that the West Pointers
- naire for women which began: "Do of President Roosc.
have had two high-points this season: defense
—"news", which fine when appropriately handled, we have shown the N. Y. U. 34-7 game and the victory would offer maybe $2,000, almost
you like intelligent men or the typical been stopped by tin
to pay for the doctors' hills for
college boy?"
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
now Kermit, Jr. ton
over Maine. Another of your accom- enough
our weekly unable to do.
• * •
team for the remainder of the
undergraduate grandchi
", nir?
plishments, which seems to be the the
Madison, Wis. — Specifications for
season.
Colgate
might
add
enough
to
We feel that there is sufficient material of this sort which we source of the trouble, is that you have
Dances are held for various reasons, dore Roosevelt) was :
the growing A. A. fund so that another yet another in the endless list of model
can obtain for publication. It is more difficult, by far. than merely added some thousands of dollars to the higher and more impenetrable fence I college youths who have been drawn but the Connecticut Teacher's College for ambling along at s< v
up by University of Wisconsin co-eds, has rather a unique one. One of the hour. He said he wa
A. A. treasury. We have been told that
putting in long running accounts of very much outmoded happen- this money is necessary to pay off a could be built around Garcelon Field. and here they are:
fraternity houses had burned down, so class.
(Such a fence would be necessary to
• • •
ings but we feel sure that it will result in a publication more worth deficit incurred in connection with the protect enemy scouts from looking
The No. 1 gentleman friend smokes an "old clothes" dance was given to
This fall the topi,
recent renovating of the athletic field. over the Bates defensive formations a pipe, uses no conscious line, dances provide books and clothes for the stuwhile.—and with your indulgence, we plan to try it.
of football players has
That is perfectly all right, but. even before big games). Then the Notre well, drinks only in moderation, dents involved in the disaster.
if nothing can be done to remedy the Dame game would mean that Bates doesn't try to get a date at the last
acute than ever
• * *
situation now, aren't the undergradu- might be able to add squash to its minute, and restrains his rampant emoDavey, of Ohio, has r
Enrollment
in
Haverford's
courses
in «*
ates at least entitled to a promise from now overcrowded winter sports, sched- tions.
jobs are keeping tbe l ■
..for
the
college
janitors
and
kitchen
the powers that be that fewer "suicide ule. The Stanford receipts and those
Most frowned on were two rare spe- men jumped this year from eleven to Major John Griffith.
tli
By Courtney Burnap
schedules" will be arranged in the fu- from the other games on the schedule cies: the collegiate type and the cigarsioner, has openly ..
twenty-five. Subjects include civics. practice should be e»
ture?
La Petite Academie met last Tuescould be used to pay for tutors to smoker.
Professor Brooks Quimby has been
French and algebra.
Student morale and team morale are help the squad members catch up in
day evening. November 19 in Libby
• * *
to be one of the speakers at important factors in the well-being of
Forum. Mr. Ix>uis Phillipe Gagne, edi- invited
their studies after their fall travels.
The Daily Student. |
Girls at New York University will
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
tor of "i«e Messager," was the speaker. the National Convention of the Asso- any college. Both were high this year; Sounds nice, doesn't it!!
University, says: it li
Sarajevo, Yugoslavia—Existence of lack flowers at dances and dinners this no student works hard.
six new members were welcomed at ciation of Teachers of Speech at Chi- the student spirit was almost recordLittle
Post-Season?
dcr.
fall if freshmen at the School of Comthis meeting. They were: Everett Ken- cago during the Christmas holidays. breaking. But there was an end to it.
And in closing, just a suggestion for a suicide club among students of phi- merce take to heart advice they re- of his time to his univei
For some years he has been a member Little interest was shown in the Holy
losophy at Sarajevo, members of
nedy :!7. Robert Harvey '38, Ann of
this
fall.
This
past
season,
of
course,
the National Committee for the Cross game. It was an anti-climax,
which were sworn to kill themselves ceived. The first year men were told athlete." This editor
Marie Diebold '36, Priscilla Warren '37,
of the National School Sub- and a needless one. If the money is has been a comparatively easy one— each year on the anniversary of the in the "Frosh Dictionary" that "a cor- wrong in the practice
Marjorie Jansen '3S and Mary Dale '38. Wording
the
squad
is
well
rested
(?)
after
rollject, and has come to be considered
thinker sage is a vulgar display of wealth" and cial efforts to seem
Lima Denton '37 was in charge of an authority on the Medical Economics now in the treasury, can't the foolish- ing through its three major games passing of the German
But the editor of the M
1*
Schopenhauer, was revealed here by were further informed that "it's liable
ness
be
dropped?
the program.
,rpo
and
the
state
series.
Would
it
be
posquestion discussed this year. Several
the death of a student named Paul to turn her head." To which we might in a recent column char:
It
could
have
been,
but
it
is
too
late
sible
to
arrange
a
post
season
game
thousand copies of the booklet he
in the official attitude to»
add—it all depends on the girl.
The Christian Service Club met at wrote on this question have been dis- now. Some big colleges have already with Princeton? The New Jersey Seltbauer.
• • *
Either football should be
Margaret Gardner's home in Auburn tributed to colleges and high schools. released their schedules. N. Y. U. has steam rollers would probably welcome
Seltbauer's body was found in a wild
Chain letters haven't died out en- cialized or all pretense
for a very enjoyable supper meeting
Bates
listed
again;
Holy
Cross
will
gorge
some
miles
from
town
a
few
a
tapering
off
game,
and,
too.
Bates
The debate with Bowdoin on the
University uses that standing should be di
last Tuesday evening. Dr. Zerby was
would then have met the four best days after his disappearance. He had tirely—Baker
openly**
Sanctions question last Friday eve- meet us in 1936.
method of securing pledges for her new should be profession
the speaker.
What
is
the
purpose
of
such
a
schedteams
in
the
east.
The
guarantee
for
stripped
naked
in
a
nearby
cave,
ning, arranged on short notice by ule? Economics, we have been told.
thoroughly,
he
believes.
penny-a-point
project
to
help
build
a
this game would then help to pay for burned his philosophic writings, cut
. . .
Phi Sigma Iota will meet Thursday. Irving Isaacson '36 when it was learned We have covered this point. WHiat some of this year's doctors' expenses the veins of both wrists, thrust a knife stadium. Each person must pay ,
November 21, in Hathorn Hall. The that neither Williams nor Colgate then? Is it possibly to gain prominence and a few other miscellaneous ones. into his chest and hurled himself into penny for every point made if the
A professor at the l|l|UI'
be able to meet Bates, proved
game is lost, two cents if the game is Southern California rei
club is planning to base all their pro- would
springing an upset? We did it at Then with what was left over, the the gorge.
be an interesting discussion for the by
won and three cents if Baker wins the
grams this year on the life and works to
Yale four years ago, but it seems A. A. might buy two or three pucks so
A note proved he had committed Kansas championship. If the chain i! unusual assignment to
audience,
which
also
took
advantage
id, ■\Cof George Sand. Carol Jerard, Eliza- of the open forum for their further en- hardly worth while to continue taking that we could have a hockey team this suicide on the exact anniversary of
of the students, disgust
not broken (where have I heard ?hl, invented work anyway'.'
beth Doolittle ami Ruth Wight all of lightenment. Although it was a non- such opposition with the hope that it winter.
Schopenhauer's death 75 years ago before?, each touchdown willbfworfh
'36 are beginning the series by talking decision affair. Bates seemed to have can be done again. Is it to be polite to
Commercially yours,
"You should worry. J
. L:
Police discovered that a small circle
on the earlv works of George Sand. the edge on its opponent, especially the big colleges by preparing them for
(Signed) Damon Stetson '36.
infringe on his patent.''
of keen philosophy students had sworn
•
•
*
o
professor.
to keep silence for the whole day on
during the lawyer and witness ques- their major rivals? Possibly, but even
A professor at the n„i_
There will be no meeting of Rams- tioning.
politeness can be overdone. There are "No Cold Intellectual, Me'»»
each anniversary of Schopenhauer's Washington, when Sle f wWV'
dell Scientific next Tuesday.
other small colleges to co-operate in
death and to commit suicide in a cer- loafing outside durine ebLT ~ "e was
, il»'a'
o
sharing such a burden If necessary.
tain order.
Girls at Smith College
,0d re
Plied
that
he
was
g"vinc
IY
,
'
Nineteen colleges and universities Wo consider it a privilege to be asked To the Editor:
Sodalitas Latina will meet Tuesday,
flnaI e2tanv been allowed the privile
A student named Avdo Srnltch was
November 26. A business meeting will are giving prizes to those seniors who hy big teams to furnish opposition for
I must confess that I am somewhat first on the list. He killed himself last ination. When askld „h H.
not
afraid
that
EXt^rnhrnt
52K"S in their dormitory. This >• ';,,':,iid
acquire
the
most
interesting
library
be held to discuss the revision of the
them. That's fine, but if we are in such puzzled by the attitude of the writer year. Seltbeur was third, but "went
answered that he had tooil5h.\.crlb' he ministration is going one
during their college years.
constitution.
popular demand, is there an objection of the editorial "Peace on a Dime" in out of turn."
turned in the grades^ay £S^Md allowing them to smoke in '
infirmary.
on

Again—"Suicide?

sr sr^itvs
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WEATHER
For Month
For Year
(60.92) (Nov. 5)
(79.37) (July 24)
Warmest day
(72.00) (Nov. 5)
(02.00) (July 5. 12)
Warmest hour
(26.17) (Nov. 17)
(_4.66) (Jan. 27)
Coldest day(22.00) (Nov. 17)
(—25.00) (Jan. 28)
Coldest hour
FORECAST RECORD
Percent
Hits
Mtaae*
.8:50
982
^01
.816
All time total
88
£°
1935 - 1936
WEEKLY WEATHER
Weather
Average Maximum Minimum
0.07" Rain
27
50
-YJ..-,November 11
0.25" Rain
48
58
11..-.S
November 12
1.04" Rain
38
52
39.42
November 18
Fail36
42
:;•."..;:;
November 14
Fair
30
44
35.97
November 15
Fair
25
38
32.50
November 16
0.63" (1.25" snow, hail)
22
30
26.17
November 17
49.06
Weekly average—November 1- i
42.31
November 8-14
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA
+ or —
\
To date
Average
Temperature
+ 129.76
36.56
43.18
November
+ 136.73
46.29
46.34
For year
Precipitation (in inches)
+ 0.485
2.125
2.61
November
—0.575
38.155
37.68
Year
Snowfall On inches)
—1.32
3.57(a)
1.25
November
—1.32
3.57
1.2.-.
Season
+ 20.03(d)
67.47(c)
86.25(b)
Year
(a)—oaseu on 6.8*s average for 60 years.
b —86.25" from January, Tsbiuary, March and April.
(c)Z63.90- from January. February, March and April.
dC-22 35" from January, February, March and April.

Collegiate Press News Items

who know something about football.
Columbus, O. — Modern youth can
"This is just what the Cardinal
"take it."
re
At least that's the verdict of promi- proposes that the University of Louisville do. Perhaps we're too brutally
The question this week was: DO YOU nent Ohio State officials who were frank about the sordid facts of it all.
FAVOR THE AWARD OF A SINGLE asked to comment on published state- but the athletic situation as it now
VARSITY
SWEATER
FOR
ALL ments of Dr. William P. Tolley, presi- exists makes us feel too frankly brutal
SPORTS? This . question
will be dent of Allegheny College, to the ef- to be gentle. We don't care a hoot
brought up in an Athletic Association fect that young pople "Can't take it whether the University goes about
By James Watkins
because they have never been trained shouting ut the top of its lungs that
meeting soon.
the most retiring and cul* * •—Editor's Note. to do it."
=- the Bates undergradupi
The colleges and universities are ■*ood jobs are open to gridiron huskies
You can only wear one sweater at
with a high school diploma, or whisHirasawa of
tore1 Kuzu,
a time, so one should be sufficient. full of students who are proving their pers the facts amid a veil of secrecy
ltive of the Orient and an
ability to weather tough going, the
Art Danielson '37.
—just so long as it does it.
r the Imperial University at
Ohio State educators said. They cited
"And we venture to predict that
s attending Bates in the
One sweater is too many for some examples: a boy who works from six when a few new buildings are erected
special student, preparato
midnight
every
night
in
an
out-offellows.
Nick Pellicana '37.
on the campus, and more instructors
eM**15
omatlc career in either Outstanding
Woman
town industrial plant; a student with and courses are added, and other imKnibassy or the Consulate
no
income
whatever,
entirely
dependI am for a single sport award if that
provements come into being, and
. . .the nrocant
'u.'
. l0 At
present liltlP
time he
ent on a board-and-room job (there Louisville plays and beats some good
is a uniform sweater.
it Was
tg,, months- leave, perare
lots
of
these,
and
they
don't
all
I»u Meagher '36.
toot hall teams, we won't be so teris ""!'?' ' .' government, to study our
have jobs for both board and room) ribly sorry that we cast off the shackles
and
student
members
of
police
and
fire
m'lltU'
,1 the political and social
One sweater is a substantial reward
Last Thursday night, Dr. Lillian
of misplaced idealism and admitted
departments.
lean life.
Moller Gilbreth, foremost woman in- for going out for varsity athletics.
that 'business is business'."
According
to
Dr.
B.
L.
Stradley.
;.-!>"'~
0j Kates as an intellec- dustrial engineer in the United States,
Win Keck '38.
Ohio State examiner, modern young
• is both interesting and sharing with ex-president Hoover, the
Detroit, Mich.—Coach Charles E.
tual i"
Having as his preroga- title of being one of the two honorary
The versatility and hard-work of an people aren't going to college merely Dorais of the Universi.tv of Detroit has
to
be
going.
"They
are
coming
to
learn
method
of
ol
any
discovered a "joker" in the foou,a..
e
members of the Industrial Engineers' athlete should be rewarded by giving and to improve themselves." he said.
his purpose he decided Society, spoke in the Ohapel on "Skills a sweater for each sport.
ti«
ruler, that may prove to be more imlege or university, pre- and Satisfactions."
Pete Duncan '37
portant than a casual reading ot the
New
York—there
may
be
ghosts
.• England, it being a
coue imgnt inaicato It is a suppleDividing the lecture into two parts.
Perhaps
there
aren't,
maybe
it's
all
ining, for obvious rea- Dr. Gilbreth first discussed skills and
mental note to Section .. Rule ,. covIf economy demands reduction in ex, ,-lv few Japanese. He then the satisfactions attendant on penses then surely this item is a logi- superstition, but Dr. Alexis Carrel, the ering the dead ball and it reads:
Nobel prize biologist who has kept a
sou*- '
A runner who is on his feet even
several of the higher such skills. Her definition of the word cal one to cut down on.
niaili' a
chicken's heart beating In a bottle though he be held by an opponent niay
■.u-ning, among which "skill" was knowledge and dexterity
Ed Muskie '36.
11
instill'
since 1912, says that he at least is un- run, pass, or kick until the whistle
join, Amherst, and Dart- plus adaptability to meet changing sitwilling to deny it.
ally decided upon Bates uations. This last cannot be transI
believe
that
one
sweater
to
each
Thought transference, intuition anrt ' This is an apparent contradiction of
ntoutii
et ratifying to his ideal ferred to a machine, no matter how athlete in a major sport is enough pro(Continued from Page 1)
, life. He nas not been dis- complex the mechanism may be. Into viding that that sweater is uniform Clairvoyance are logically provable the body of the rule which reads:
phenomena, says Dr. Carrel, and may••The ball is dead when a player in
"; •"'''
i< now most emphatic this adaptability enters the personality from sport to sport.
The Varsity Club and other campus
Paul Tubbs '36.
be, after all. there are ghosts, and possession and control of the ball goes
aPPu"
is appreciation of our of the individual, determines to whom
organisations may soon he given a
maybe little people in the trees in the out of bounds, cries 'down or is so
.""ami hospitality.
shall come success, to whom failure.
chance to help return the Athletic AsAre we going backward or forward?
of the moon.
held that his forward progress is
1 «i«e Scholars More Consc.entious In the pre-machine days manual skill According to our football schedule, we full
sociation program to a normal func"The existence of telepathic phe- stopped or (except the holder ot the
ewhat enlightened to was all important, but with the com- seem to be headed for the Rose Bowl nomena, as well as other metaphysic
tioning one
,
ball
in
a
place-kick)
when
any
portion
The Athletic Council, which proing of the machine, man assumed sec- clad in prep-school jerseys. Will this phenomena, is not accepted by most
; ... social differences ot oui
- are not sufficient to ondary importance. The machine be- reactionary movement abolish tennis biologists and physicians. They are of his person except his hands or feet
posed the change in an effort to put
Bates College athletics on a more
Ori
al foreigner any un- came the center of the picture. To- and cross-country before it subsides? hidden in the enormous mass of super- touches the ground."
nearly normal basis is comprised of
Tokio, the metropolis of day, however, there is a growing
Burt Reed '38.
stitions, lies and illusions accumulated
THE
COLLEGIATE
REVIEW
four alumni, five faculty members, and
.
,ite like New York or any tendency toward a new appreciation
for centuries by mankind ... it is
five representatives of the student
The directive principle of education
American city, and con- of the human element in industrynevertheless
a
fact
that
they
are
a
No. There should be a differentiation
other large
Dr George F. Thomas. Professor of body. Its members, elected in the allr lie customs are comparable. The machine is becoming the auxiliary between minor and major sports but normal, although rare, activity of the should be directed toward a more efficient parenthood, says Dr. William A. Philosophy at Dartmouth, was the college election last spring, are as
n, rari-uce in the educational sys- only to efficient management.
one sweater is O. K.
Four Fundamental Skills
Onlv persistent laboratory experi- Shimer, secretary of the United Chap- speaker last Sunday at the Vesper follows: Alumni—Dr. Ernest V. Call.
,Zs lie- not so much in the constituDick Perkins '38.
service held in the chapel. His theme Dr. W. W. Bolster, Judije F. H. LanThere is no greater pleasure in life
mentation can tell us. Dr. Carrel be- ter of Phi Beta Kappa.
L,al i ike-up as in the attitude of
Seismologists at Canisius College. was, "The Church and the World.' caster. Mr. John S. Seavey: Facultylieves, whether there are ghosts and
•tits. The Japanese scholar is than skill and the ability to apply it,
The number of men proficient •little people in the trees." or not.
Buffalo, N. Y., were accused of causing His thoughts on this subject gave his Prof. R. R. N. Gould. Prof. G. E. Ramsreputedly
more
conscientious
and yet skill must be built on a fundadell. Dr. F. E. Pomeroy. M. Norman
"No one can Say there aren't. No an earthquake the other day. One irate audience much to think over.
ve. This can perhaps be ex- mental philosophy which disassoci- enough to win two sweaters is hardly
At the union youth service at the E. Ross, Prof. O. F. Cutts; Students„;m„ . by the fact that the Japanese ates the love of beauty from the sense great enough to warrant all the fuss one can say anything until he can householder threatened suit for damUnited Baptist Church immediately Robert E. Saunders '36. Morris Drov is equal to our graduate of possession, and implies a willing- and feathers and possible hard feeling prove it."
Ed Curtin '36.
'^Benjamin Lippincott. political econo- after the Vespers, Dr. Thomas an- bosky '36. Edward F. Wellman. Jr., "36,
,ur college being the equiva- ness to look to the very roots of ex- or disappointment.
Louisville. Ky— Honest, straight for- mist at Minnesota, has been threatened swered questions arising from his lec- Albion Beverage "37, Anton Kishon '37.
istence.
jfllt oi their Higher School.
This Bret opportunity which the
ture. These answers did much to clear
According to Dr. Gilbreth there are
For years Bates has distinguished ward—an,i astounding—is the solution for "anti-Nazi" activities.
lr Hirasawa: "In my country,
A recent poll of Barnard College up problems which he had given his Council has given the general student
exception, the pupils of the four fundamental living skills, physical one sport from another by the use of of athletic worries proposed by The
oodin the form ol the A. A. to help
alertness, which a different type letter. For this Bates Cardinal of the University of Louis- freshmen shows that a Phi Bete key is auditorBhool go to the University, adequacy, mental
Dr. Thomas told of the exaggerated „„( |n ilic present financial straits
does
not
imply
that
sense
of
superia
17-to-l
favorite
ambition
a.s
against
has
been
distinctive,
let's
cling
to
this
ville:
"Why
Don't
We
Buy
a
Good
the individual enters real
degree to which we carry our desire will be made definite when the amendority that sits back waiting for the i last bit of distinction.
-siren <>l the stag line."
Football Team?"
graduating from college.
for freedom and individualism, until ment change and meeting time are
world
to
catch
up,
serenity,
such
as
is
Heat
of
ordinary
stars
is
placed
at
Coach
Joe
Murphy
'33.
Instead
of
joining
in
the
charges
of
ally speaking, however,
he
■ i in accordance with the A. A.
we blame self-assertion rather than
possessed by the typical office boy,
professionalism
broadcast
this
year
close
to
2,0(10,000,000
degrees
by
Harwhat young people do and
possession of the self restraint of the regulations.
"the human oil can." and finally socia.
as
everv
year
by
college
editors,
invard
observatory
scientists.
If it is a question of economy, one
their own country is not d fo
adjustment. These do not correlate sweater is enough, but I think there stead of adding their moans to the
Rennsselaer Polytech is planning a true Christian. He pointed out tInydtae tries to live as simplj
with age. race or education, but are should be a distinction between sports. cries of defeat that surround every course for student pilots. Instructnm great conflict of humanism and natand conveniently as possible.
uralism with Christianity; how Christhe basis on which skills in the busilosing team, the editors of The Cardi- Will be given on light sport planes.
Damon Stetson '36.
Enjoys President Grays Enunciation
nal offer what is to them the only
Princeton students can now cut as tianity could use parts of humanism
ness world must rest.
Relative to his present life and ambiDr. Gilbreth grouped the skills ot
Why Don't We Buy a Good much as they like, so long as then and naturalism.
I have nothing to say; Mr. Cutts is answer:
He mentioned that being essentially
asserts that- because he is the business world under five heads(Continued from Page 1)
"standing remains unimpaired."
Football
Team?"
the
boss.
Fred
Martin
'37.
reshman English, sophomore skill in handling materials, which de"It is apparent to all followers of
"Whoopee," alleged by-word of the atheistic, placing man as the center
of life, and adopting a doctrine ol ra,eaking, ;«»'<"- American His- termines the successful sales person
; an citizens were injured in the
I will sacrifice my second and third the game that college football is per- dear old "collegiate" days, has 1 D re- tionalization for everything, were two
,,s in the senior section o as well as the buyer, skill in handling
haps the leading commercial invest- vealed as just another word ol British
by either of the beUlgen i
sweaters
for
the
good
of
the
cause.
.
„. thinks lumself a typical machinery, skill in handling money,
things directly opposed to the Chris- would not public opinion force us ml i
ment
of
institutions
of
higher
learnDick Loomis '37.
origin.
.
k-nt. He likes the atmosphere
tian
doctrine.
He
also
told
ol
how
the
skill in handling memoranda, and most
ing," says The Cardinal. "There are
Best-known trick play in history was
the conflict! Would it not be better
Chapel, and although not important of all. skill in handling men,
(ewer and fewer schools which, like the pulled by the Carlisle Indians in 1903. church had compromised with the to adopt measures for pn
jai
,
. attends because he -UM^ creating about one an atmosphere ol
Don't put men in the category with University (of Louisville) cherish the Ton Warner coaching. The ball was world: that no longer it stood out as
,1 of measures for avoiding
the pipe organ and the enun- ease and social adjustment. This is pansies.
Charles Gore '3,.
fond illusion that gridiron stars dash ,.,. ted 105 yards through Harvard it used to, for its principles "Chur- war?"
ches are fast becoming philosophical
forth on the BeW atti
-ruelM.-ig hours tucked under a player's jersey.
President Gray.
the most transferable of all skills; it
-MM_
This program has been in accordance
present time, in his govern- makes and breaks marriages, as well
No' He should get a varsity sweater of practice to. do or die for love of
The University of Wisconsin and clubs and ethical cultural societies,
he claimed. The church needs religion with the platform Of the National Studear
old
Alma
Mater,
with
the
dollars
ment!s r-,n,\„y, he receives a salary as jobs.
in
each
sport
in
which
he
earns
one.
Brown
are
two
of
the
few
American
, ...
dents' Young Men's Christian AssociaBob \ork 37.
that trickle into the University's cof- colleges which maintain handicraft in the form of old fashioned scrip- tion, and has aroused much discussion
,ys his expenses here, and
Work Wonderful Stabilizer
tures. Unless the church rises up and
fers onlv an incidental consideration. workshops for tlicit-students.
entering the Embassy or t-onSatisfactions are tangible and inon such vital public issues among the
Football' where it is played hardest
next spring, hopes to earn ap- tangible. Prestige and mere possession
From 1!>0G to 1910, football fields stands for its principles, it is threatat body.
and best is frankly a business propo- were marked like checker-boards into ened with disintegration.
ely three thousand dollars per are something of a satisfaction. EcoThis morning Prof. Myhrman spoke
m, chpending, of course upon tne nomic value, matching ones skill
sition.
.
five-foot squares.
on "The Importance of the Relation"Football revenues are the mainstay
value of the Japanese yen
against the market, is yet another
St. Mary's college, famous for outship Between Citizen and State." to
of elaborate gynasiunis. spacious and standing football teams, faces a finanMr. Hirasawa was a bit reticent in But bv far the most satisfying are
conclude the unified program of peace
The mellow glow of tall yellow beautiful stadiums and playing fields,
adm
>g that he had earned this probably the least tangible. There is
cial crisis. Bondholders may foreclose
speakers.
candles and the fragrance of beautiful
id opportunity by being one ot quantity satisfaction and quality sat- bronze and yellow chrysanthemums the whole program of minor athletics, on their $1,370,000 investment.
o
and
student
unions
and
other
campus
,. who. out of three hundred isfaction. There is even satisfaction formal gowns and the soft strains ol
Attendance
at
Williams
College
(Continued from Page 1)
(Bv Associated OoUqgtate i'ress)
... passed the special examina- in the repetitive job for those who music—all contributed to the atmos- buildings in universities that are ma- chapel has fallen to 100 daily The servterialistic enough and realistic enough
like rhythm and are not bored b>
Perhaps It's the climate.
,r the Diplomatic Service
sider the reduction of tariff barriers,
phere of unusual charm that was Fiske o recognize the fact that you've got ice is no longer compulsory.
monotony. Work is a wonderful stat
Anyway, romance seems to have a
American brides and bridegrooms and the territorial problems of GerWas a Track Star in College
Dining Hall's last Thursday evening to have money. And sad as it may
are setting younger. Men are marrying many and Italy.
hard time at Harvard.
;„g of athletics in 3#g*<** bilizer. Lucky is the person who thor- at he annual Women's Student Govseem it is football as often as it is at an averag" ge of 24.S and women at
A "Harvard .Men's Guide' has been
points out that our sportive into e^ts oughly enjoys it. Yet skill In leisure ernment Association banquet^ Attraca
War and Peace Economics
academic standing that brings fat en- 81 7 We don't know what this proves.
published there, listing tor the benefit
arc remarkably similar. Baseball, of
equauy IHII»"'»'". .
, ,,
.... tive vellow and brown menus furthei
Friday noon the luncheon address of she students, names of all the
Dr Gilbreth enlivened her talk with carried out the autumn color scheme. dowments from wealthy friends and Yes and statistics show that Vassal"
,s the most popular pastime
was given by Dr. Herrick B. Young.
, University players represent amusing illustrative stories. Although During the evening, dinner music was alumni and spreads the fame of the graduates have three-quarters of a Alborz College. Teheran. Iran, on "In- ommended" debs in Boston. Was Harinstitutions far and wide.
vard Interested? Not one boos was
test degree of proficiency in on v touching on vocational S'»dance, furnished by a trio composed "Caroeach.
ternational Relations flubs in the
"We want the administration of the baby
The oracles say that in I960 the pop- Near Last." Al the banquet in the
that endeavor. They compare favor- She save some valuable suggestions to lyn Blake '36. Anna Saunders 36. and Universitv to cast all the lace trimSaid the Harvardites: "What is the
ulation of the United States will he
tth the American collegians with
Jeannette Walker '37.
mings from the football situation and stable, with twice as many people 60 evening. Dr. Ernest Patterson of the guide? What is a deb? Furthermore,
Dr. Gilbreth Speaks
Itoey battle annually on alternate
University of Pennsylvania, President
shave it down to a core of hard facts.
Following the invocation delivered We need on the campus of the Uni- years of age and youth definitely in of the American Academy of Political where is Boston?".
I the Pacific. A "home game
tails to attract spectators from
bv President Gray, a delicious dinner versitv of Louisville new buildings, es- the descendant.
Science, was the guest speaker. He
stimulating question period was conwae served by Miss Roberts Edith pecially a student union building.
talked on "The Economics of War and
island.
,
,
DROP INTO
THE
COLLEGIATE
WORLD
cer and track are almost ducted.
Milliken. President of the Student W M1 like a swimming pool in a new
Peace" in a very interesting and praco
Government
organization
introduced
Give the college editors of America tlcal manner.
equally popular, and our friend during
gymnasium, plenty of new courses and
the guest of honor. Dr. Uillian Moller equipment of one or another, and so on their wav and President Roosevelt will
The conference ended Saturday noon
his lays at the Higher School estabGiibreth,
Industrial
Engineer,
who
he
re-elected without turning a wheel. after a business meeting and luncheon.
a school record of fifty-two secand so on. And we'd like a good footlater
spoke
in
the
College
Chapel
on
Or
so
it
appears
from
a
recent
maga\. xt year. Clark University in Worces. in the four hundred meter run
ball team that could meet outstanding
Featuring
•Skills and Satisfactions."
. . , competition successfully, first because zine study of political attitudes of col- ter, will be host to the International
still stands. This is very creditThe
guests
of
the
evening
Included
Relations
Clubs
of
New
England.
ime, which, he says, he can never
it will make possible the fulfillment legiate scribes.
President and Mrs. Clifton IX Gray, - ™
^am<. an„ secon(lly beFour hundred and eight editors were
a hope to attain. Tenderly outlinHot Dog» and Toa.ted Sandwiches
„ard.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
JJ^.^ ,ike gooll football.
for Roosevelt. 52 for Borah and 26 for
Dr and Mrs. Leo
inS with a disapproving hand what lie
THE BLUE LINE
Ro'we, Dean Clark, the guest of honor.
msiders to be a capacious periphery,
-To get a good football team, one the publisher. Frank Knox.
Have
You Tried Our Silox Coffee?
LEWISTON - KUMFORD - FARMINfJTON
The vote by the same editors for poli! smilingly remarked: "So you see, J Milliken
And
Heath
To Dr. Gilbreth. and Mrs. Bunker.
pays for it. One offers good jobs with
Lv
LEWISTON
_
..
In
charge
of
this
social
event
was
143
COLLEGE STREET
tical
parties
was
386
for
the
Democrats.
satisfactory salary and not too much
:. ve already become too fat!"
7:45 A. M.. 10:05 A. M.. 1:30 P. M.. 5:00 P. M.
Speak
At
Little
E,eanor Glover '36. assisted by Dorothy
work to local high school graduates 1S3 for the Republicans. 45 for the
The Japanese have not as yet become
3 minutes from Campui
Lv.
RUMFOKD
„
„_
„
Staples '36. Ruth Robinson S7, and who otherwise accept good jobs at Socialists and 10 for the Communist
Theatre
7:35 A. M.. 9:55 A. M.. 1:20 P. M.. 4:50 P. M.
a pt at American football, but the
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.
Millicent Thorp "37.
Alabama. Michigan. Ohio State. Ken- party.
Lv. FARM1NGTON
t ne has been played there for the
.
The WomenT^tudent Government
7:33 A.M.. 9:53 A. M.. 1:18 P. M.. 4:48 P. M.
tucky, or other universities which have
few years. Japan has had the opalready fallen from the heights of
unity to witness several American will hold its first student_ asaemWy of
blissful idealism. One goes out of
as in action, therefore the game is The year at 8:« on Thursday morning
one's wav to do all sorts of nice things
in
tU
I
,
T
A rep ort on thf"conference of the
IS FOR
for potential football timber, waving
■it Mr Hirasawa was as disapIntercollegiate Association
i
ed as the rest of us at the outcome fo^sTudent'coveniment held at Beaver , A collection of photographs coming scholarships temptingly in the air at
BATES
STUDENTS
banquets and prep schools. And one
week's unfortunate encounter
folleee in Jenkintown, Pa.. -WUI1« directly from Portland where they invests rather heavily in a leading
Drop in between class*!
Bowdoin.
given by Edith Milliken '36
Miss were exhibited by the Portland Camera football coach, who usually brings
Feels Like Prodigal Son
Milliken was one of two delegates Club will be shown by the Bates Club
i,
„ne to this country with the sent by New England colleges to this this Friday evening (November 22nd) along a flock of clear-eyed youngsters
on that all American garls. annual conference attended by repre- in the Carnegie Science Building. The
which
were
secured
the Yankees, were
flap- sentatives from twenty-two American Photographs,
Compliments of
is now somewhat perturbed
Uirough Colby College and were originally
shown
there,
will
be
open
to
C
S
vatches the antics of »» °PrSc iila Heath '36 will speak to the
1ton girl and the campus Venus, women on the vocational aspects of Bites students from < to 9 v. MThere will be a regular meeting ot
•ad as vet. has not been able to formu- "
VtMce work. Miss Heath was
•«e any definite opinion of his own. OM of eight women from colleges of the Bates Camera Club at 7:30 P. M.
Advertisements today must contact buying
and plans will be made for an ex'to the other side of the fence, he oodollars - - not merely buying desires. They
hibition
of
Bates
pictures
in
the
near
the men: "Though students
must mingle with purchasers rather than just
future.
'In- rare for their clothes, as we
ciety to
during
people. They must meet orders not hoardin our higher-school days, they
m fo
in
ler particular in dressing up the summer. This
ers or circulation.
.
W •
V> 1—//*-1\ JV
Pure Drugs and Medicines
ieries of vocational' talks in which
"
iev go out with girls."
Space buyers must peek into purses.
_-h happy, he feels the dtstine- fhP Student Government plans to
tin
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
n ' his position, however, for in bring S future assemblies, business
FOR
700 Bates college men and women subscrib*"itii . to a friend at home, he said:
wonfen! well known and successful^»
Corner Bates and Main Streets
LEWISTON, MAINE
ers have thousands of potential dollars at
EDS
AND
CO-EDS
"I am living on campus with six
hnndr d Yankee boys and girls: they Vnei°kU ab^utte "requirements and opCHASE HALL
their disposal each year.
a
Ut
he
ari
i' railv six to ten years younger prriuni t^s for women in their respec,hi
At Bates, the STUDENT goes where the
"' I. I am just like a prodigal son tive fields.
—
*»l to his uncle's home, living with
dollars are
It sells when selling is
■"* many younger and still innocent
difficult.
Ins,
"
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Studying American Language And Culture
Before Entering Diplomatic Service—
Has Found Social Similarities

Dr. L. M. Gilbreth
Speaks In Chapel
Thursday Night

Engineer Talks On "Skills
And Satisfactions"

AWARDS
Dr. G. F.Thomas SPORTS
TO BE ACTED ON
Guest Speaker
At Vespers
Claims Church Threatened With Disintegration

human being."

MUSKIE AND MABEE
DISCUSS PROS, CONS

Dr. Gilbreth Guest At
First Formal Banquet

COLLEGE POLITICS
CLUB DELEGATES

The Quality Shop

Women Will Hold
First Assembly On
Thursday Morning

Hamburg Sandwiches

CameriTciub To Hold
Photo Exhibit Friday

THE COLLEGE STORE

GOES WHERE THE
DOLLARS ARE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Sis%rjr«?€?

BILL
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f^l

AT)]/

AUBURN

Registered Druggist

THE BARBER

"Complete Banking Service"

Theta Chi Fraternity at Indiana UnlIty seems to have found one way
drastically reducing entertainment
«P"tises at dances. During the last
r,,s
h season they pledged an entire
band!

red. L Tower Companies
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"IEWISTON SHOE
HOSPITAL

7 SABATTUS STREET
We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS S'lOES
Agem. JOE nil I:\AK1. '6

,65 Middle Street, Portland, Maine

Printers
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SPORT^SHOTS
By Bob Saunders
WEEKLY BOOST-So that the Rrass may grow green on Garcelon Field,
look toward the skies and say, "I owe not any man.
A few plain facts seem to be in order right now. Several years
ago the Athletic Council, which is made up of the fe*9j"««"
on athletics which includes the Athletic Director,, four local alumni
nd five students, had a few thousand dollars ,n its treasury.There
was a need of a fence around the athletic field and the field itself
needed improving. Normally these expenditures come under the
held of college improvements. The college, however refused to
appropriate the money for the improvements, probably on good
grounds, and the Council went ahead with the work, financing it

Powerful Holy Cross Eleven
Snows Bates Under 79—0
Anton Kishon
Conducts Test
Using Hammer

itself.

Go to Work on Debts
A depression brought on subsequont
losses in gate receipts. Instead of wiping out the debt the Council found
itself further and further behind. The
debt for the field was not transferred
to an extraordinary budget but was
kept in the running expenses. Something had to be done. Football guarantees for playing large colleges were
attractive. The faculty committee on
athletics and the coach make out the
schedule. Whatever went on behind the
locked doors of that group no outsider knows, but we do know that two
large colleges were played for the
past three years and three this past
season. The football men were working to pay off the debts incurred bysome authorities.
Hail to Morey
There has been, and is especially
now, considerable controversy over
following such a policy. Alumni and
students went wild when Coach
Morey's team tied Yale four years ago
—when they held Harvard and Dartmouth to low scores. But as soon as
the team was sent in against three of
the strongest elevens in the east to be
soundly beaten, twice by very lopsided scores, they started to howl.
The alumnus can't crow any more. The
student doesn't like what the next
door neighbor will say when they go
home. The football men say it's nobody's business but t.t">'have to t»v" ' "

attempt is made, of course, to check
the student attendance at games and
distribute the fees accordingly. But
football probably has a greater student attendance than all the other
sports together and should be recognized as deserving half of the amount
of the fees. This year football will
show a profit, with three big guarantees and a good Maine gate. Hockey
has been cut out. Freshman jersies
have been discontinued and r-isiiy
sweaters mav be liuiiteu 10 one for an
atihl<"i for his four years, with the
expenses of sweaters borne partially
by other sources than the A. A.
Fault Unallocated
But the question remains. Is it right
to slash the athletic program, and
undertake a suicide football schedule
in order to pay off an extraordinary
debt when the Association can barely
keep ahead of running expenses. Maybe
the Council was to blame for underfaking what they thought was wise and
necessary or perhaps the college authorities were at fault for not financing
what is normally their obligation. We
don't care whose fault it was. All we
know is that the athletic program is
being slashed and that our football
coach and team had to play a post
season game this year and suffer a
79-0 defeat. We know, and the authorities must realize, that this is making
he College less attractive to propective students—that the enrollment
■ ill continue to drop as it did this
ear—that athletic material will con„,0 a tinue to be lacking in other incoming
. college and all classes as it certainly was this year—
..-M as we will attempt to show in short, that we are going downhill.
Hard to Remedy
later.
In the midst of all such ravings
A college may be reluctant to recthe blame is seldom put in the right ognize the fact that they are so deplace. Alumni and other uninformed pendent on athletic advertisement.
circles are prone to blame Coach They see secondary purposes supersedMorey. He has grown tired of reit- ing the primary. Nevertheless, the fact
erating again and again at alumni remains that they have that dependmeetings and elsewhere that it is not ency upon athletics whether they want
his policy—that he is not seeking per- it or not. A new athletic set-up seems to
sonal glory by playing large colleges be very much in order. Relieve the A. A.
with the chance of knocking one off. of its extraordinary debt so that it may
His ideal schedule would have only carry out its all-important athletic
one big game, which would give the program as it should, allowing, in
nion all the experience and satisfaction turn. Coach Morey to concentrate on
of big time competition that they need. continuing his fine record against other
colleges of the same size. The College
Figures Tell Tale
Last year's financial report of the will then be doing something in turn
Athletic Council clearly shows the for the advertisement it receives, and
situation. Football took in $9,130— in turn should get more students and
the expenses were $13,250. Baseball's more athletes.
Thanks Mr. Thomas
income was $589—expenses, $1,900.
We quote with no comment but
Track and cross-country income,
Si :ii>0 (normally under $400 without appreciation from the "Lewiston Jourmeet) expenses, $3,500. Tennis nal" of last Monday evening:
"It is often said of politicians and
le, $30—expenses $160. Hockey
ie. $175—expenses $870. How- magnates in war times, 'They should
be
in the thick of it themselves to see
interscholastics show a profit of
uvttr $1,000, while membership dues how they like it.' The same applies
netted almost $7,650. (This year was to small college athletic boards that
not representative, however. Other insist on sending a team like Bates
years showed a smaller loss in most against those like Holy Cross, New
sports). Other expenses, however, in- York University or Dartmouth, all for
cluding payments on the fence and money's sake. Reasonable human befield brought a deficit of $3,515. The ings cannot see sense in the idea of
loss the year before was $1,643. In feeding martyrs to the lions. It isn't
both these years there would have been done any more. Holy Cross' powerful
no deficit had there been no payment giants amused over the weakness of
on the field and fence, and no interest the opposition, rolled up a 79-0 score
payment on the debt. One thing to be over Bates last Saturday. It was an
said in favor, of football is that no awful shellacking but it probably

Prof. Zerby Wjif
Accompany Gr0llp
To IndianapojU

Cremation Of Bates
Football Dummy
Closes 1935 Season

Delegates To Be Chosen <N

Bates invaded Fitton Field last Sat- President Gray Lauds Fine
urday afternoon intent on giving the
Work Of Coach Morey
undefeated Holy Cross powerhouse os
hard a game as the Crusaders have
On Eve Of Last Game
By Peggy Andrews
had all season. They miscalculated
The tall archery tournament has
their strength. Holy Cross walked off
with a 79-0 victory; the largest score
With members of the band, football been run off and completed-and the
ever rolled up in New England, the players, and officials as^.tnesses the point goes to the Blacks.
worst defeat that a Morey-coached 1935 tackling dummy was burned to Here is the data:
eleven ever sustained.
W A A. Archery Tournament
ashes last Thursday.
The cremation was a fitting demise
It was simply a case of Holy Cross
M=me
Team
Average
being too big and too powerful for for the faithful absorber of a thousand
the tired Garnet team. Their line blocks and tackles. Moreover, the cereM. MetZ
'
7
551 7
opened up terrific holes, while then- mony was an ideal one wit* ***** j.
Dickenson
Garnet
221.7
backs ran wild. The Bates team tried, commemorate the ending of collegiate
in spite of their sloppy and ineffective football life for twelve of the players,
Tony Kishon '37, star weight thrower tackling, but they could do nothing. as well as the closing of this years
of the college, has been putting his Besides lacking reserve power they season.
,
President Gray lauded the fine worn ,Z• Mchery-tlMt puts the Garnets
ability to practical use in a series of showed the effects of the hard schedule
experiments to determine the velocity they had undergone. To all appear- of Coach Dave Morey, and Morey [wo Toints ahead. Better get a wiggle
and kinetic energy of a thrown 35- ances they had left their football days thanked the squad for the exceptionpound weight. With Fred Smyth '36 as behind on Monday when they defeated ally fine spirit which it showed on, Blacks.
* * * »
photographer and fellow-classmates in Colby. Dick Perkins was the onlySince we can't have the cage for
"junior lab." as assistants, Tony made Bates man to be injured, sustaining
A A baseball, games are the alternat.'ie- tests on the weight field in back a very painful sprained ankle in the
Ex-Arg. Students Act
final period.
tive and the periods come on usual
o' Tnh'n iferUa^ Hall last week.
In
Role
Of
Witnesses
Kishon explained the work as folOnly two Holy Cross regulars
day8
lows: "In order to find the final veloc- started, and the first string backfield
' Monday
Juniors
ity of a hammer, a nfcotogrrs* cf the stayed on the bench during the entire
Tuesday
Sophomores
Bill Spear '37, and Joe Murphy
last swing r? liie weight was taken. In game, but the reserves were good
Thursday
Freshmen
'33 assistant football coach, had
this position the velocity is practically enough to count 28 first downs and
Juniors who have baseball class on
a chance recently to put into
constant. The shutter of the camera to hold Bates to 'wo first downs. The
Monday, may take A. A. Tuesday or
practical application a part of
was opened for 1/200 of a second so winners gained 736 yards through
Thursday—it ought to be a lot of fun
what they had learned about evithat a measurable blur of the ham- rushing, and two completed passes
—get your crowd together and go over
dence in Argumentation courses.
mer's path would register on the film. netted 63 yards more. Bates rushed
The two who were called as deand have a good time.
Using my height as it showed in the 27 yards and completed one pass for
» » * »
fense witnesses in connection
photograph as a standard, the distance 23 yards.
with a gang fight which involved
W. A. A. and Student Government as
of the path was found."
three Lewiston boys, realized the
HOLY CROSS
BATES
well as Y. W. are pushing this year's
law-ordered material gain as orDevelops 14 Horsepower
Bazaar in order to raise money for
Shields (Karpawich. Dzerziak), le
dinary
witnesses.
With the use of a microscope for
the new women's Union Hall. There
re. Cooke (Clarke, Dinsmore)
accuracy, the measurements were Gavin (Murphy, Howard), It
are going to be more worth while
taken from the film. The athlete's
rt, Gauthier (Conant, Perkins)
things to buy. Everybody please help
height and the length of the blur were Carr (Renz), lg
throughout its schedule. Co-captain by purchasing Christmas presents
rg, Taylor (Robinson, Conant) Joe Biernacki, out most of the season there, the articles will be of great vataken and compared to Tony's actual
throwing height to get the length of Bowman (Hazell), c
because of an injured knee, expressed riety in style and price—and I'll bet
c, Drobosky (Preston) his sentiments by saying, "I have there will be some clever and unique
the turning weight in 1/200 of a second. The six inch diameter of the ham- Flanagan (J. Curran, Carr, Bishop), rg always wondered what it felt like to things—come and see.
lg, Loomis (Martin) know there was no more football ahead
mer was subtracted and the velocity
was found to be 122.33 feet per second Callier (M. Sullivan), rt
of you. Now I know."
A society known as the "Stray
It, Stoddard (Aldrich, Pickering)
or 82.1 miles per hour.
The squad then left the ceremony
has been started at Purdue.
Another computation showed that O'Melia (W. Sullivan), re
for a good night's rest before leaving Greeks"
le, Wellman (Eaton, McDonough) for the game with Holy Cross, the last It is composed of transfer students
Kishon develops 14.4 horsepower in
throwing the 35-pound weight a dis- Canini (Galloghy, E.Curran, McGuane) game for Co-captains Joe Biernacki. who were members of Greek organizatance of 54 feet. "There may be posqb
qb. Manning (Morin, Gillis) Ted Wellman. and Frank Manning, tions not represented at Purdue.
sibly a two per cent error in these cal- Hobin (Bartolomeo, Nosek), lhb
and for Mike Drobosky, Joe Pignone,
culations," Kishon said, "but it is rearhb, Frost (Morin) Vitto Zaremba, Don Gautier, Wes StodJAMES P. MURPHY CO.
sonably certain that the velocity is Hanifan (Brucato, Graham), rhb
dard, Dayt Taylor, Verdelle Clark,
INC.
between 82 and 87 miles per hour."
lhb, Marcus (Keller, Hutchinson) Eddie Curtin, and Al'Conant.
The experiment was done in connec- Kuziora (Massey, Nosek, Tassinari), fb
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
fb, Pignone (McCluskey, Healey)
tion with the Junior Physics course
Lewiston Monumental Works
conducted by Prof. William R. WhitePeriods
.12
3
4
A professor Kipp of the law faculty
horne.
6-10 BATES STREET
LEWISTON
Holy Cross . .21
20
13
25—79 at the University of Bonn in Germany,
TELEPHONE 4634-R
was forced to resign recently because
Touchdowns—Hanifan,
Kuziora,
Hobrought a couple more thousand into bin. Flanagan, Shields. Massey, Gallo- his maid patronized a Jewish butcher.
the college's sports fund.
"Coach. Dave Morey, who is not to ghy, Bartolomeo 2. Brucato, Hazell,
blame, has to bear the burden of criti- Dzerziak. Points after touchdown —
cism in such instances. Dave must Canini 5, Galloghy, Bartolomeo.
Referee—S. H. Mahoney, Boston Colhave been heartbroken by the WorcesUmpire—T. F. Scanlon, Boston
ter spectacle. He stopped in Boston lege.
Linesman — J. N. Young,
for the week-end, and had not returned i College.
.,

Premier Weight Man
Puts Ability To
Practical Use

RENT A

to Lewiston, Monday noon. His players. £2*
^i" SI^JA &
themselves heartbroken, reported he Duffy, Boston College. Time -Two 15
had nothing but kind words for them and two 12 m. periods.
during the game and after it was all
over.
" 'Morey hated to send us in there,'
one player told the 'Journal.' Another
Bates gridman added, 'I want my name,
in lilies, on that new Bates diamond
CHOICE NUTS
on Garcelon Field. I paid for it at
AND
Worcester'."

The Nut Shop
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CANDY

MERRILL & WERRER
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PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
95-99 Main St.,
AUBURN, ME.
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Ann's Flower
Shop
"The Store of Individual Service"

STOP IN WHEN DOWN TOWN

Cor. Park and Main Streets

DISTINCTIVE

Tony Duarle,'36, Representative

Agent - Cap Atherton, '36
Telephone 827

Must Apply By ^
Thursday
Dr. R. L. Zerby. IV * ,.,„.
ligion at Bates, has a '-ninced
the deadline for applii
'
dents wishing to attend the connJ?
of the Student Volnnte
Mojw*
at Indianapolis has been • as Tk?
day.
This convention, wlii
ill b^
from December 28. t.i
K
will discuss Missionary ■ ' anji
feature many speakers o
note, including William T^mpleT?
bishop of York: T. Z.
educator: and Mr. Toyi IKO Ka»
religious, political, am!
momic l
er from Japan.
Bates College has 1.
allows
send four delegates to tlii i-onveoj, I
These delegates will h.
'
by Doctor Zerby and
Indianapolis on Christin, aiming
Applications may be
• win »,.
Ham Hamilton '37, or at
Y. Mr ,' ]
office at Chase Hall.
>
"The Chicago Daily
roon- ,r«U
versity of Chicago) reci i tly offered.!
silver loving cup to a critic 0( ^|
university if he could y
I
the primary sociology

DuKEUNIVERSITfJ
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven week* «rt gjT(l
each year. These may be talents*
aecutWely (graduation in tkret rranl
or three terma may be taken uarh jut
(graduation In four years). Thro.
trance requirements are ini.'Hieeact
character and at least two yr-*n «f
college work, including the K '.jwi
specified for Grade A Medical Scnooli
Catalogues and application form.- or
be obtained from the Dean.

We can show you a varied
selection of

PRIZE CUPS, FOUNT UNPENS, LADIES* SILK
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER
HAND BAGS
LEATHER BILL FOLDS
BOOK ENDS, .CLOCKS

Barnstone - Osgood
JEWELERS
LEWISTON, - MAINE

We carry a large assortment
of—
Men's Gladstone Bap
Ladies' Fitted and
Unfitted Cases
Men's Billfolds and
Small Leather Goods

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON

WEEKLY KNOCK —No knock—only consolations.

CALL

4040
FOR REAL COURTEOUS
TAXI SERVICE
LEWISTON, - MAINE

CORSAGE
Work a Specialty

TUFTS

SAMSON'S
FLOWER
SHOPPE

BROTHERS

Cor. Main and Middle Streets

mpliments of

Printing Specialists

for Better Tasfc

Lewiston, Maine
Phone 1417-1

Telephone 1710
193 MIDDLE ST.

LEWISTON

Nan Hanlcy Samson, Prop.

Watches always at the lowest prices
For Guaranteed Goods

Jewelry-Silverware
Novelties
"Chilton Pens - All New Models"

Geo. V. Turgeon & Co.
80 Lisbon Street

Lewiston, Me.

"13 JSateg arrabitton"
SA Y IT WITH ICE CREAM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

SIGN

Bales 1904

"BIG CHIME CLOCK"

CORSAGES
FOR THE

JUNIOR CAB

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet
LUNCHEONETTE
AND

Ernest" Saunders

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED

FLORIST
Telephone 3694
578 Main St.

Lewiston, Me.
College and Sabattus Streets!
O '935.
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& Mnu

TOMCCO Co,

